LionPATH Updates 5-26-2017

Completed
- May 26th Release included:
  - GRAD Student Dashboard for Research & Projects
  - New user interface fixes (error when tuition calc flag is set, Student View link appears in delegated sessions but security blocks, width of menu javascript issue, …)
  - Adding provider phone number to insurance data collection
  - Adding related content to “View Customer Account” for staff
  - Student Status for WorkLion
  - Rolling the Standard Meeting Pattern Table
  - VZO (New Student Interface for NSO) interface changes
  - Permanent fix to Alumni Files – degree file

In progress
- Testing first piece of automated merge code—admissions merges. We are validating that it does all the updates now handled as part of the manual process.
- Validation of iTwo Term Enrollment continuing; Student Data Advisory group convened for a 2nd time and discussed data issues. Early June launch anticipated. BI Team and Reporting Team discussing upcoming content areas.
- Fix for Pay Detail issues
- Team working on consuming the fix to the COUNTY problem now in production in the CPR. Three pieces of code will have to be adjusted.
- Review of LionPATH role groups; to date 30 groups have been eliminated through consolidation; this eases the work of the ASRs.
- Planning for upgrade from PeopleTools 8.54 to 855, scheduled for Thanksgiving break 2017. This will require some down time and will involve the entire team though it should be transparent to users.

Upcoming
- June 12th – Release of “term enrollment” iTtwo content in conjunction with the BI Team